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The evolutionary origin of RNA stem structures and the preser-
vation of their base pairing under a spontaneous and random
mutation process have puzzled theoretical evolutionary biolo-
gists. DNA replication�related template switching is a mutation
mechanism that creates reverse-complement copies of sequence
regions within a genome by replicating brie�y along either the
complementary or nascent DNA strand. Depending on the relative
positions and context of the four switch points, this process may
produce a reverse-complement repeat capable of forming the
stem of a perfect DNA hairpin or �x the base pairing of an existing
stem. Template switching is typically thought to trigger large
structural changes, and its possible role in the origin and evolution
of RNA genes has not been studied. Here, we show that the
reconstructed ancestral histories of RNA genes contain mutation
patterns consistent with the DNA replication�related template
switching. In addition to multibase compensatory mutations, the
mechanism can explain complex sequence changes, although mu-
tations breaking the structure rarely get �xed in evolution. Our
results suggest a solution for the long-standing dilemma of RNA
gene evolution and demonstrate how template switching can
both create perfect stems with a single mutation event and help
maintaining the stem structure over time. Interestingly, template
switching also provides an elegant explanation for the asymmetric
base pair frequencies within RNA stems.

template switch mutation | hairpin loop | compensatory mutation | RNA
secondary structure | ancestral sequence reconstruction

The characteristic features of RNAs are the helical structures
formed by intramolecular pairings of 2 to 10 consecutive

complementary bases (1�3). The basis of helices is the hydrogen
bonds between classical Watson�Crick pairs and less stable G�U
pairs, and their structures are further stabilized by the stacking
interactions between successive base pairs. While the underlying
sequences may evolve, the locations of RNA helices are highly
conserved among related sequences. Computational methods for
inference and validation of RNA secondary structures exploit this
(4, 5), and correlated base changes turning one Watson�Crick
pair to another (e.g., A�U � G�C) are considered the ultimate
evidence of a functionally important stem. Such compensatory
mutations (CMs) are commonly believed to happen via an inter-
mediate state involving G�U base pairing (5). However, the rate
of simultaneous substitution of both members of a base pair has
been shown to be greater than zero (3, 6), suggesting that either
the intermediate state with non-Watson�Crick pairing is very
short or RNA stem sequences can also evolve through double
substitutions. Apparent simultaneous double substitutions have
been explained with population models where the initial muta-
tions are kept at low frequency by selection and only increase in
frequency after another change has restored the base pairing (3).
This still requires a very high rate of matching mutations within
the population.

We showed earlier that DNA replication�related template
switch mutations (TSMs) (7, 8) can produce reverse-complement
repeats needed for perfect DNA hairpins and �x the base pair-
ing of existing stems (9). The mechanism has been thoroughly

studied in microbes (7, 8, 10, 11) and been aware of in eukaryotic
research (12�14), but few studies have looked at the role of
the resulting mutations in genes (although see ref. 15). Here,
we set out to investigate the role of TSMs in the evolution of
functional genes, especially that of RNA genes dependent on
stem structures formed by reverse-complement sequences. We
used inferred ancestral sequences to reconstruct the mutation
history for sets of closely related RNA sequences and located in-
dividual mutations into speci�c tree branches (Fig. 1A). Using the
sequence histories, we identi�ed de novo hairpins and analyzed
CMs consistent with the �two-step process� (3). In the latter,
the intermediate state is observed such that the initial mutation
breaking the base pairing is placed in one tree branch and the
compensatory change is in another branch (Fig. 1A). Template
switching could then either trigger a matching change in the
unmutated stem or restore the original base pairing by copying
the unmutated sequence. We hypothesized that if TSMs are in-
volved in the CM process, they should occasionally leave patterns
where the CM is associated with parallel changes (i.e., muta-
tions that, according to the phylogeny, appeared concurrently)
in its immediate proximity (Fig. 1 B�F). Within RNA sequences,
such associated changes would appear as multiple compensatory
changes in the stem, extension of the stem region, matching
mutations within the loop, or fully inverted loops (Fig. 1F).

We tested the CM hypothesis with ribosomal RNA (rRNA)
sequences that evolve at a high rate (3) and for which large
quantities of data are available due to their use as phylogenetic
markers (16). Ribosomal DNA (rDNA) genes usually appear

Signi�cance

RNAhairpin structures require perfect pairing between consec-
utive bases of the opposite sides of the stem. Random muta-
tions are unlikely to create complex structures, so the origin of
long stems and the maintenance of their perfect base pairing
through compensatory substitutions have puzzled evolution-
ary biologists. We reconstructed ancestral sequence histories
of RNA sequences and found mutation patterns consistent
with template switching in DNA replication. We propose the
template switch mutation mechanism as the explanation for
the evolution of perfect stem structures and show that the
mechanism also provides an elegant explanation for multinu-
cleotide jumps in the sequence space and for the observed
asymmetry in the stem base pair frequencies.
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Fig. 1. CMs and the TSM process. (A) Inference of ancestral sequences
(dashed lines) for the internal nodes of a phylogenetic tree allows for
locating mutations (stars) in the multiple sequence alignment (MSA) to
speci�c tree branches. Initial and restoring mutations happening in the
same branch (red and blue) appear as instantaneous CMs, and the perfect
stem base pairing is retained. If the initial and restoring mutations appear
in different branches (yellow and green), the mechanism triggering the
CM can be studied. (B) A hypothetical sequence forming an RNA stem
structure with a noncanonical G�U pair. (C�F) The Watson�Crick pairing can
be corrected by DNA replication (solid arrows; �rst red) brie�y switching to
another template (blue arrows) and then returning to the original strand
(green arrows). The outcome of the process (Right) depends on the relative
positions of the four switch points, points 1 to 4. (C) In intrastrand switch,
the newly synthesized sequence (in red) forms a hairpin and templates the
replication. (D) In interstrand switch, the complementary strand templates
the replication. A backward jump (point 2 < point 1) corrects the mismatch
with a G�C pair (yellow circle) and cannot cause associated mutations within
the loop. (E) Interstrand switch forward (point 1 < point 2) corrects the
mismatch with an A�U pair and depending on positions of the switch points,
may cause associated mutations. When the source sequence (in blue) is
within the stem region, only the mismatch is �xed. (F) Source sequence
covering the loop region inverts the loop sequence, causingmultiple parallel
changes (yellow asterisks). Dots and parentheses notation shows predicted
secondary structures. Opening and closing parentheses indicate pairing
bases in the stem; unpaired bases are marked with dots.

as multiple copies in the genome and evolve in a concerted
fashion (17). While nonhomologous recombination among the
copies complicates the analyses by producing con�icting phylo-
genetic signal, the high copy number also elevates the overall
mutation rate, and variants temporarily segregating within gene
clusters may be detectable with DNA sequencing. In line with
our hypothesis, we identi�ed mutation patterns consistent with
the TSM mechanism both among historical changes separating
established evolutionary lineages and among recent mutations,
likely destined for removal by drift and selection. Unexpectedly,
our analyses of the stem loop sequences suggested a solution for
another dilemma in the RNA evolution, the asymmetry of the
base pair substitution process in the RNA stems (3).

Results
Reverse-Complement Repeats at Novel RNA Stems. We analyzed
mammalian genomic sequences around annotated human mi-
croRNAs and found mutation patterns consistent with the TSM
mechanism (Fig. 2 A�C). The phylogenetic analysis supported
the creation of microRNA loci as reverse-complement repeats
and the occurrence of the potentially functional bulge-causing
mismatches after a phase of perfect stem pairing. In the case of
MIR633, the role of the TSM mechanism was strengthened by a
subsequent inversion of the loop sequence in the evolutionary lin-
eage leading to baboons (Fig. 2 A and D). We found similar TSM-
like patterns creating novel stems within rRNA genes (Fig. 2 E
and F). A notable difference from single-copy microRNA genes
was the phylogenetic inconsistency of the mutation patterns in
the multicopy rRNA genes, probably re�ecting recombination
among the nonidentical gene copies. Nevertheless, the results
suggested that TSM-like patterns are found in functional RNA
genes.

Reconstruction of Ancestral rRNA Gene Histories. To study the
role of the mechanism in the CM process, we downloaded
614,502 large- and small-subunit rRNA sequences from the
Rfam database (version 14.1) (18) and the Silva rRNA database
(version 138) (16) and clustered them by minimum sequence
identity of 90 and 75% pairwise coverage, respectively (Materials
and Methods and SI Appendix, Fig. S1). To reduce the sequence
numbers while retaining local dissimilarities, we used a sliding
window approach and kept sequences showing at least two
differences within a 20-bp window. This resulted in 5,525 clusters
with at least 10 sequences, containing in total 289,024 sequences.
After aligning the sequences, we inferred a maximum likelihood
(ML) tree for each cluster and reconstructed ancestral sequences
for the internal nodes (Fig. 1A).

Using the reconstructed sequence history, we analyzed each
parent node�child node pair in the tree and identi�ed muta-
tion clusters between the corresponding sequences that were
explainable by a TSM. We considered secondary structures for
the sequences involved as well as for their immediate parent
and descendant sequences (Materials and Methods) and extracted
the cases in which a CM restores the mismatch in the parent
sequence to perfect base pairing in the child sequence (Fig. 1A,
�Two-step CM�). Due to the short length of rRNA stems, a statis-
tic proposed for genomic TSM events (19) could not be applied
for the evaluation of inferred events. Instead, we required a min-
imum length and number of sequence changes explainable by the
TSM (Table 1) and applied strict criteria on sequence and struc-
ture conservation (Materials and Methods). Given the regions
passing the original quality control, we studied the statistical
signi�cance of the detected TSM-like patterns using simulations.
For each cluster, we sampled one leaf sequence and simulated
sequences according to the ML tree. Using the same quality
criteria as for empirical data, we computed the number of TSM-
like patterns among �ve replicates of simulated data. Finally, we
con�rmed the quality of structure predictions by comparing them
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Fig. 2. Novel stem structures consistent with template switching. (A) The MIR633 sequence is found in monkeys and apes and appears to have been created
by a TSM event after the split of Tarsiiformes. The microRNA sequence is shown on top, with the functional region highlighted in red. The inferred TSM has
occurred between the nodes #15# and #14#; the inferred source and target loci are framed with orange and green boxes, respectively, while the homologous
ancestral sequence is markedwith blue. (B) The inferred stem structure forMIR633. (C) The TSMprocess explaining the creation of the stem structure required
for MIR633. (D) The differences in the olive baboon loop sequence can be explained by a subsequent TSM event. (E) An insertion changing the inferred
structure of insect rRNAmolecules can be explained by a TSM event between the nodes #17# and #16#. Inconsistency of the insertion pattern and the overall
sequence phylogeny indicates recombination among the rRNA copies. (F) The TSM process explaining the insertion.

against a set of solved structures in the Protein Data Bank (PDB).
We found the locations of hairpins to be correctly inferred, while
the loop boundaries and the locations of bulges and internal

loops contained minor errors (SI Appendix, Fig. S2), largely ex-
plained by the structure prediction method only considering the
noncanonical pair G�U.

Table 1. Different mutation patterns explainable by a single TSM
Pattern type

All branches,
Terminal branches Internal branches Filtering criteria

count Count P value Sig. Count P value Sig. 2�3 length Diff.

One CM only 9,406 5,890 0.999 ns 3,516 1.000 ns 6+ 1
CM + loop inversion 6 3 0.999 ns 3 0.999 ns 6+ 2+
CM + parallel mutations in loop 69 48 0.999 ns 21 0.999 ns 6+ 2+
Multiple CMs 450 310 0.000 � 140 0.009 � 6+ 2+
Sum 9,931 6,251 3,680

Loop inversion only 69 48 0.000 � 21 0.009 � 6+ 2+

Within either stem half 1,008 632 0.000 � 376 0.000 � 6+ 2+
From loop to stem 213 141 0.009 � 72 0.009 � 6+ 2+
Insertion in stem half 567 371 0.000 � 196 0.000 � 6+ 1+
Sum 1,788 1,144 644

Diff., differences; ns, not signi�cant; Sig., signi�cance.
*Statistically enriched in empirical data (signi�cant in comparison with each of the �ve simulated replicates).
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Footprints of CMs. The underlying assumption of our analyses is
that a great majority of the RNA stems are optimized with perfect
Watson�Crick base pairing and evolution selects for congruent
CMs. In total, we found 9,931 cases of two-step CM to pass
our quality criteria requiring � -� length of at least 6 bp and
a maximum distance of 8 bp between the TSM source and
target regions (6,251 cases at terminal and 3,680 cases at internal
branches) (Table 1). Of these, 94.7% were isolated base changes
and uninformative about the underlying mutation process, while
the remaining 525 cases were consistent with the TSM mecha-
nism causing a CM and a parallel change (Table 1).

We hypothesized that a CM associated with an inversion of
the loop sequence (see Fig. 1F) would provide the strongest
possible support for the model. Such cases were extremely rare
(Fig. 3A), and even the CMs associated with changes in the stem
loop sequence were depleted in empirical data in comparison
with simulated sequences (Table 1 and SI Appendix, Table S1).
The loop sequence is known to be important for the bending
of the RNA strand, however, and the sequence patterns are
highly conserved (20, 21). Outside the loop sequence, parallel
changes were more common, and the cases of TSM-like patterns
simultaneously converting multiple mismatches to perfect base
pairing were statistically enriched in empirical data (Table 1). The
enrichment was especially strong in terminal nodes, which may
re�ect reduced accuracy of ancestral-state reconstruction or the
impact of negative selection in the deeper internal nodes.

To formally test the effect of selection, we studied the ages
of the TSM-like changes. In our phylogenetic approach, novel
mutations appear as terminal tree branches and split out as
sister taxa for the consensus sequence of the main form, while
older mutations de�ne internal tree branches, with descendants
inheriting the derived form. Ancestral reconstruction is most
robust for subterminal nodes, and we recorded the normalized
counts of inferred TSMs on the �rst three levels of phylogenetic
trees. We found the TSM-like events to be twice as frequent in
the terminal than in subterminal (�1, �2) branches, consistent
with the in�uence of negative selection (SI Appendix, Fig. S3). A
mutation being placed in a subterminal tree branch does not yet
prove it passing evolutionary selection, although it indicates that
the underlying mutation is real and the derived form has been
independently observed in multiple sequencing experiments.

While the CMs associated with an inversion of the loop se-
quence were rare, inversions could also occur at a perfectly pair-
ing hairpin sequence and leave no footprint in the adjacent stems.
We observed, in total, 69 mutation clusters in the loop sequence
consistent with such inversions. The affected loop sequences
were typically four-nucleotides long and partially reverse com-
plement (85.5% of the cases), minimizing the impact, but we also
detected inverted loops of seven- to eight-nucleotide in length
and containing multiple sequence differences (Fig. 3 B and C).

As we searched for CMs consistent with the TSM mechanism,
we identi�ed TSM-like mutation patterns that did not originate
symmetrically from the opposite stem half but were nevertheless
predicted to retain the secondary structure. We focused on three
categories: TSM copying sequence from the loop to a stem half,
TSM within a stem half, and TSM copying a bulge to other
stem half. These cases were more common than the TSM-like
CMs, totaling 1,788, and statistically enriched in comparison with
simulated data (Table 1 and SI Appendix, Table S1). The cases
include an interesting example of an asymmetric from loop to
stem mutation �rst breaking a stem structure and then symmetric
TSM �xing the perfect base pairing (SI Appendix, Fig. S4).

Causes and Consequences of CMs. The substitutions patterns
of mutations consistent with the two-step CM mechanism
show the signal expected from RNA sequences and tend to
restore the Watson�Crick pairing of G�U or U�G base pairs
(SI Appendix, Fig. S5). To allow better comparison with pub-










